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SUNDAY SERVICE
Bible Class: 9:30
AM Worship: 10:15
PM Worship: 1:00

WEDNESDAY

Bible Class: 7:00pm

LADIES CLASS

Tuesdays at 10:00am

A Message To Our Visitors
It is our privilege to have you visiting
with us today. Please know that you
are our honored guest. Please let us get
to know you, and fill out an attendance
card so we can have record of you being
here. Please return to be with us again
at your earliest opportunity. If you
have questions or would like to study
the Bible with us please let us know.
Thanks again for visiting with us, and
may God continue to bless you
according to His divine purpose.

Scripture Reading:
Mitchell Smith
Lord’s Table
Bob Austin
Johnny Downs
David Dodd
Josh Fulcher
Closing Prayer:
Wesley Tucker
Greeters (East)
Richard & Rita
Greeters (West)
Richard & Tonya

LESSONS
AM: Age of the Earth
By: Luke Puckett
Scripture reading:
John 1:1-5
PM: A Praying Church
By: Luke Puckett
Scripture reading:
Acts 12:1-5

New Findings Show Flaws in Old-Earth Dating Methods
by: Kyle Butt, M.A.

For decades the general population has been informed that numerous “scientific” evidences prove beyond all
doubt that the age of the Earth should be measured in billions of years instead of thousands. We have been told
that dating methods, such as the rates of decay of radioactive elements, force an honest observer to an old-Earth
conclusion. The problems with this “evidence” are many (see DeYoung, 2005). One of the most glaring problems
with such reasoning is that it is based on assumptions that have proven to be incorrect. For instance, in order for
the old-Earth clocks that are based on radioactive elements to be accurate, it must be taken as a fact that the decay
rates of the elements are constant, and have been for the last several “billion years” (not that there ever really has
been such time). For years, that assumption has been shown to have serious problems (DeYoung), and recent
findings have made that assumption even more glaringly false. On August 23, Dan Stober wrote an article for the
Stanford Report titled “The Strange Case of Solar Flares and Radioactive Elements.” He reported on findings
from researchers at Stanford and Purdue universities that suggest that the decay rates of radioactive elements can
vary based on the activity of solar flares. The implications of such a discovery are profound. As Stober wrote: “The
story begins, in a sense, in classrooms around the world, where students are taught that the rate of decay of a
specific radioactive material is a constant. This concept is relied upon, for example, when anthropologists
use carbon-14 to date ancient artifacts” (2010, emp. added). Stober’s implication is that if the decay rates are not
constant, as we have been taught by the evolutionary community for decades, then their dating methods cannot be
reliable, since they “rely” on a constant rate of decay. Stober further commented that the constant-rate-of-decay
assumption “was challenged” by Ephraim Fischbach, a Purdue researcher, who found disagreement in measured
decay rates of certain radioactive isotopes, “odd for supposed physical constants” (Stober, 2010). What was more,
upon assessing further data, researchers noticed seasonal decay rate differences in certain isotopes, “the decay
rate was ever so slightly faster in winter than in summer” (2010). Stanford professor emeritus of applied physics
Peter Sturrock stated: “Everyone thought it must be due to experimental mistakes, because we’re all brought up to
believe that decay rates are constant” (2010). Further research, however, suggested that the information was not
an experimental mistake. In December of 2006, Jere Jenkins, a nuclear engineer at Purdue University, noticed
that the decay rate of manganese-54 dropped slightly just before and during a solar flare. Jenkins and Fischbach
argue that this variation in decay rates is caused by interaction between solar neutrinos and the radioactive
elements being observed. Stober quoted Fischbach as saying that all the evidence assessed by Sturrock, Fischbach,
and Jenkins “points toward a conclusion that the sun is ‘communicating’ with radioactive isotopes on
Earth” (2010). Strober admitted that no one knows how neutrinos could possibly ‘communicate’ with radioactive
elements on Earth. Fischbach acknowledged that “it doesn’t make any sense according to conventional ideas.”
Sturrock stated, “It’s an effect that no one yet understands…. But that’s what the evidence points to. It’s a
challenge for the physicists and a challenge for the solar people too.” More than that, though, it is a challenge for
the dogmatic evolutionists who insist that their deep-time dating methods are accurate. This latest research brings
to light the glaring flaw of such dating methods, showing that the core assumptions are not only questionable,
they are verifiably false. The suggestion that decay rates may be affected by neutrinos is nothing new. The
TalkOrigins Web site cites a reference to Henry Morris mentioning the possibility as early as 1974 and Davis
Young discussing it in 1988 (“Claim CD004,” 2004). The responses given by TalkOrigins do not include the new
data from the latest research, and cannot dismiss the fact that the rates of radioactive elements are measurably
variable, even though the neutrino interaction with them is little understood (2004). Since we can prove that
certain radioactive elements have a rate that varies in the winter or summer, or during solar flares, then the
assumption that decay rates are constant cannot honestly be maintained.
Conclusion
It has long been taught in classrooms across the world that the constancy of radioactive decay rates is a core
assumption upon which old-Earth conclusions are based. Yet this assumption has been proven false, based on the
fact that decay rates have been shown to vary. This information, according to scientists from Purdue and Stanford,
goes against what has been “taught in classrooms” and against “what we’re all brought up to believe.” Does our
society never tire of discovering that the “evidence” for old-Earth assumptions continues to disintegrate as more
data is assessed? How long will it be, and how many more core evolutionary assumptions must be debunked,
before those who insist on an Earth measured in billions of years acquiesce to the truth of a young Earth
measured in thousands of years? Once again we see accurate scientific evidence in complete agreement with a
straightforward reading of biblical history (Butt, 2002).
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Maddie Johnson (16th)
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Reading plan: (Numbers)
Team 3 meets today
Gospel meeting with Chris Clevenger—-March 9-12
Muscle and a Shovel has been added to the library
Bible bowl plans made with Green Plain congregation for
May 3rd . Ages are Kindergarten through 12th grade. If
interested please see Luke Puckett or Wesley Tucker. Topic
will be miracles and parables of Christ.
Area events: Please see bulletin board for more info.
Several meetings, singing classes and Bible schools are
coming up in our area.
New personal invitation handouts are available . Please
make sure to take some and handout or leave with a tip,
and invite someone to our service!
Remember: 5th Sunday singing and potluck on 3-30-14
Remember: We will visit Kirksey on 3-30-14
Pantry item for this week is: Lima Beans

Prayer/Sick List























Ruby Arnett (Heritage Manor nursing home in Mayfield Room 307)
Debbie Smith (Kevin’s sister-in-law-cancer)
Greg Black (Kathy Black’s son)
Loretta Haley (cancer)
David Edwards (Josh Fulcher’s uncle-cancer)
Jana Ward (cancer)
Todd Walker
Trudy Smith
Hazel Brandon
Mae Downs
Norma & Hyland Darnell
J.D. Lamb (Fern Terrace)
Wanda Riley (Josh Fulcher’s Aunt)
Delbert Newsome
Marilyn Dvorak (friend of Bob and Susanna, has esophagus cancer)
Dorothy McNeely (Richard Adams’ sister, has cancer)
Derek Adams (Richard Adams’ grandson, has leukemia)
Jim Pool (member at Green Plain)
Mallory Harrison Berry (friend of Stembridges, has brain cancer)
Garret Austin (Bob and Susanna’s grandson has fatty tumor on hip)
Vicki Wilson (Having test run)
Continue to remember all those who have lost loved ones this year

WHAT MUST I DO
TO BE SAVED?
Hear the Word
(Rom 10:17)
Believe the Word
(John 8:24)
Repent
(Luke 13:3)
Confess Christ
(Rom 10:10)
(Acts 8:37)
Be Baptized
(Acts 2:38)
(Acts 22:16)
Remain Faithful
(Rev 2:10)
(Acts 8:12-24)
Heaven can be your
home if you obey God!
(Heb 5:8-9)
Please visit our website at
www.coldwaterchurchofc
hrist.org. You will find
bulletins, sermon outlines,
and other helpful links
and material.

From Adam-Shem is 1558 years

From Shem-Abram is 450+1558=2008 years
•In this year 2014 AD we are about 2013 years
removed from the birth of Christ.
•So it was 2008 years from Adam-Abram, then 2207
years from Abram to Christ, so about 4215 years from
creation to the birth of Christ.
•Then 2013 years from Christ till now.

•Birth of Abram to death of Joseph is 361.
•The Israelites spent 400 years in Egyptian bondage.
•361+400=761 years to the exodus out of Egypt.
•1Kings 6:1 says it was 480 years from the exodus to the reign
of Solomon. 761+480=1241
•Solomon, according to history built the temple around 966
BC. So 1241+966=2207 years from Abram to Christ birth.

•The approximate age of the earth is
around 6228 years old!

Bible question: Who plucked out the hair of his head and beard when he
heard the Jews had continued their marriages with other nations?
Last week’s answer: Jabin (Judges 4:1-3)
Those answering: Kay Robertson, Linda Jones, Helen Tidwell, Peggy
Newsome, Clemmie Black, Bob & Susanna Austin, Rachel Adams, Kevin
Smith

